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Polling date draws closer

Election Board reps needed
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Typical mid-morning parking
Fourth Street parking attendant awaits relief from the often
overcrowded parking lot. The lot has become mud covered
because of the recent rains, but this has not stopped students
from parking there anyway.

By Erin A. Hallissy
The time for the spring elections
is drawing closer, but so far only two
students have been appointed to the
Election Board.

that having stable will prompt more
people to apply for the positions.
Three
applications
were
received in a period of two hours
Friday afternoon.

The election dates this year are
April 4, 5 and 6, with the orientation
taking place March 22.

The slogan of the campaign to
get people to apply is "Up Your
Apathy - Your A.S. Needs You Election Board."

Ten students -at -large are
needed for the board. The deadline
for applications has already been
extended twice, and in another attempt to get people to apply, a table
with applications has been set up
outside the Student Union.
The table was downstairs
Friday and will be there Tuesday
afternoon from 12:30 until 2. Personnel Officer Pam Wagner hopes

Amont the major responsibilities of the Election Board are
determining the eligibility of candidates, establishing and supervising polling areas, printing and
tabulating the ballots and declaring
the results of the election.
A member of the Election Board
cannot be running for office.
According to A.S. adviser 1,ouie

nor/ties may define program survival
enate adopts
)rogram cuts
By Chuck Henrikson
The Statement of Curricular
iorities, adopted by the Academic
nate last Monday after long
bate, could determine what
ilograms survive and what
grams are terminated if
I rollment declines and budget cuts
’ntinue at SJSU.
The first part of the statement
tithes the mission of the univerThe second part sets up
guidelines
for
curricular
;jvelopment and allocation of
iversity resources."
,! "Does SJSU have a special
tission and responsibility to
ggest that some things are more
portant than others?" asked Ted
irton, Curriculum Committee
airman.
"A lot of the debate (at last
’inday’s Senate meeting) turned
a relatively short passage:
PSU’s( primary mission is unrgraduate education.’
"This is primarily an un"’graduate institution. Our first
isponsibility
is
to
unrgraduates," he said.
"We’d never get the faculty to

agree if there wasn’t this external
pressure.
"We’d like to expand and improve undergraduate programs and
expand at least some of our
graduate programs if the opporinity
offered.
"If we’ve got to cut, first we cut
the junk programs-if we’ve got any;
those that are not of good academic
quality. Then we cut the lower
priority graduate programs."
The programs that will suffer
are the ones that do not lead to well
defined professions and careers "the so-called liberal arts graduate
programs," Norton said.
The Curricular Priority
Statement will be used as a guideline
for termination of programs, according to Norton.
The CSUC chancellor recently
directed all the system campuses to
develop formal procedures for
terminating programs.
"Ultimately
what
the
mechanism has to provide is a
rather thorough process of review
and consultation before a program is
to be recommended discontinued,"
David Newman, academic senate
chairman, said.
That procedure, once developed
by the university will still need the
chancellor’s approval, Newman
said.
From the days of unlimited

)eans to ’show cause’
n cutbacks inevitable

By Mary T. Lee
School deans are being asked to
stify on a "show-cause" basis the
intinued existence of specific
ichelors and masters degree
-ograms within their schools.
According to John Foote, dean
academic planning the chanillor’s office is under pressure by
le trustees and the governor to
Alice the number of degree
-ograrns offered by the system.
The bachelors degree programs
question at SJSU are: botany,
..iysical science, physics, Afromerican studies, German and
iligious studies. The masters
i.ograrns are French, Spanish,
tilosophy, occupational therapy,
eography, materials science,
iicrobiology and meteorology.
owever, Foote believes that other
-ograms might be substituted
hich would be missed less than
Nose identified.
"The trustees and deparment
finance say if you knock out

programs, you’re going to cut
costs," Foote said, "I have to prove
that’s not always the case."

The method for proving this
could be done in "a lot of analytical
ways," Foote said. "It may be a
matter of balancing a cost benefit.
You may be saving in faculty time,
but you are losing other things like
the quality of a program because
you can’t keep faculty."
The approach taken to identify
"low productivity" programs is a
quantitative one, Foote said.
"Any bachelors programs on
campus which have produced fewer
than 10 degrees in the past five
years, and masters programs which
have produced fewer than five
degrees in the same period" must
justify their existence.
"I think for many of the
programs, we can make rather
strong arguments," Foote said,
explaning that some are "core type
programs, that we don’t want to give
up, like physics."
However, Foote added, "If we
are not earful they (the chancellor’s
office) will make their own choice on
which programs to cut."
SJSU must reply to the chancellor’s office by March 23. The
arguments will go before the
trustees in early May.

Flying photos -Tuesday’s Daily

Although Foote said he doesn’t
know how many programs will
eventually be cut, he believes it will
be no more than two or three.
He declined to speculate on how
many faculty of administrative
positioins would be eliminated as a
result of these cuts.
Foote believes there is also a
qualitative aspect to program
cutybnacks.
"The existence of a program has
some psychological value for the
faculty who are there," Foote said.
"They like to teach graduate
courses."
He believes the elimination of
these programs could cause serious
morale problems for faculty.

growth, from 1950 and on, Norton
said programs could be combined,
changed or turned around, but were
rarely eliminated.
"Reaction is going to come when
somebody says ’your program is one
of low priority. You won’t get any
additional faculty this year. In fact,
you’re going to lose six.’ At that
point you’ll hear the screams."
The Curricular Priority
Statement "is drawn in a fairly
abstract fashion. It is when it is
actually applied is when it will be
seen whether it’s meaningful."
Newman hopes the president
will use input from the University
Enrollment Patterns Committee
Vnate group, in implementing the
statement.
"We’re worried about the
allocation of resources needed to
maintain the quality of our
academic standing. That is why we
are vocal about potential priority
that might be used in thinking about
cutbacks," said Donald Rothblatt,
chairman of the Urban and Regional
Planning Department.
"I believe the Curriculum
Committee did a very commendable
job. I just differ in the way they
weighted pnorities. It was an honest
difference of opinion and the
majority prevailed.
"The ’escape clause’ may be
widely used and save the day" for
some programs. "Many of us felt
that it was as reasonable a concession as we could expect."
During the debate the "escape
clause" which set guidelines for
making exceptions to the rankings,
was extensively revised and placed
higher in the body of the statement
to relieve some of the pressure from
graduate programs.
The second section of the
statement ranks first and second
priority undergraduate programs
ahead of first priority graduate
programs normally, and second
priority graduate programs normally ahead of third priority un-

dergraduate programs.
Several senators and faculty
members saw this ranking as a
threat to graduate programs.
The term ’normally’ was added
to allow for some leeway in determining priority.
"My primary concern was that
something as significant as the
Curricular Priority Statement would
have a full and thoughtful hearing,"
Newman said.
(Continued on Page 6)

Barozzi, the problem of getting
students for the Election Board has
happened before.

However, he expects that by
Wednesday there will be enough
applicatns for the board.

Ombudsman cut not order
.
by state, officials explain
By Stephen Cohodas
State officials are disputing SJSU President Gail Fullerton’s
claim that the elimination of two university positions as a result of
Proposition 13 cutbacks were made at their recommendation.
Spokesmen for the state Legislative Analysts Office and the
Department of Finance said there has been no communication with
Fullerton regarding specific budget recommendatios for SJSU.
Fullerton said last week that the university ombudsman and
director of facility planning positions were being removed from the
campus budget because they had ’’come under fire from the
Legislative Analyst and the Deparmtnet of Finance" for several
years. She characterized them as being the most vulnerable" of
positions facing "the greatest likelihood" of not being funded next
year.
Spokesmen for both state offices said they were bound by Gov.
Brown’s 1979-80 budget proposal to leave specific "adjustments" to
the discretion of campus administrators.
"I have not spoken with Fullerton since last fall," I,egislative
Analyst Dale Claypoole said. "I don’t know what she is talking about."
Claypoole said his office rarely gets involved in makin specific
recommendations to individual campuses. He said its recommendations are "broader based" which usually deal with the entire
CSUC system.
According to an informed source at the Department of Finance,
there has been "no discussion of any specifics.
All specific adjustments to the budget as well as changes to the
proposed budget are the province of the California State University
and colleges system," the source said. "I wouldn’t offer a comment as
to where to cut."
Fullerton was in Sacramento Friday and could not be reached for
comment.

Proposition 13 ’blues’ result
in S.J. general plan review
By Don Vetter
Changes in the city’s ability to
provide services for San Jose
citizens has necessitated a second
review of the general plan since
1976.
According to Karen Stevens,
planner for the city planning
department, the reasons for the
general plan re-evaluation are
changing conditions in housing
transportation and the effects of
Proposition 13.
"Changes have occured in the
financial ability of the city to
provide services," Stevens said.
She said the palnning department is outlining steps for a citizen’s
task force to make the initial review
of the general plan.
"The city council did approve
the task force," Stevens said. "Now
we have to work on the details and
the explanation of the citizen
process and how it would work."
Stevens said the proposed makeup of the task force would be composed of citizens chosen by council
members from each of the 10
election districts. The mayor would
be allowed three choices to the task
force.
SJSU is located in election
district three, central San Jose. It’s

borders are Highway 17 to the north,
Highway 101 as its eastern boundry,
Highway 280 to the south and the
Alameda as the districts western
boundary.
Stevens said the planning
department must wait for final city
council approval before the task
force is formed. She said this will
probably take place sometime in
April or May.
"They (general plan task force)
will have to look at development and
the cost of land and its future
ramifications," said John Brezzo,
director of housing for San Jose.
The housing director said that
the main reason for the review of the
general plan for the city are the cost
implications of the plan as it stands.
Brezzo said that right now
vacant land for high density use,
which is needed in the city, is
quickly becoming scarce.
"We need 36,000 units in order
to alleviate the housing crunch,"
Brezzo said. He added that the
future housing scarcity is something
the genral plan review committee
will have to address itself to.
He said that the low vacancy
rate in the SJSU area could only be
alleviated through housing in the
outlying areas.

Gary Thompson, associate civil
engineer with the city transportation
department, said that funding was
the reason for the general plan
review.
"There is a lack of state
money ,"Thompson said,"mainly
from Governor Brown’s change in
philosophy."
He said that the combination of
the governor’s de-emphasis on
highway projects and rising construction costs have left San Jose
with a transportation problem.
"Historically, we are an infant
in freeway construction compared to
cities like San Diego or Los
Angeles," he said. "Most of their
freeways have been built, while
our’s remain incomplete."
Thompson said the effect this
has on city planning is "corridors’ of
the city are cut off, necessitating a
re-evaluation of land use in those
areas.
"The city has no problem
building the streets," Thompson
said. "We are hurting at the state
and federal level."
"I’m not saying the state is right
or wrong, that’s just the way things
happen," he said.

Coordinator ’happy’ in Education 108

SHARE members evicted for library
With heat and electricity turned
on SHARE members were evicted
Thursday morning and told to be out
of the barracks by noon of the same
day, according to Richard Najar,
coordinator of SHARE.
The move results from the
proposed new library construction,
Najar said. The area where the
barracks now stands is to be landscaped.
SHARE has
Education 108.

relocated

to

"We were supposed to be informed of moving day but we never
received a memo," said Najar. "I
was told not to worry about anything
until we got something in writing."
However, Thursday, a
spokesman from Plant Operations
informed SHARE that the building
was secured and everyone was to be
out by March 1.
There was a problem with
finding space because everyone else
in the barracks has already moved,
but Najar is happy with the new
location at ED 108.
"I love it," declared Na jar. "It’s
just what we requested." The new
office has more space, windows and

a professional appearance, he said.
The more space allows for a private
office for Najar, which he wants to

conduct interviews.
The only problem is that
because of the short notice of

moving day, SHARE didn’t have
time to send out flyers announcing it
was relocating, Najar said.
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Editorial

Keep Social Security
President Carter’s recent proposal to eliminate Social
Security benefits to college students may prove to be
another obstacle to persons seeking a college education.

benefits. However, he seems to be forgetting that the
money being collected by students through Social Security
was paid for in part by their parents.

The Social Security system has enabled millions of
students to attend school and meet other college related
expenses. The elimination of these benefits will undoubtedly eliminate the possibility of schooling for many
people.

In most cases, those collecting the benefits are doing
so on one of their deceased parent’s account.
For students, Social Security was exactly that,
security in knowing that most of their college expenses
would be paid for. It was security in knowing they had a
chance to go to school in spite of financial constraints.
Thanks to President Carter, that security may soon be
gone.

Carter may be correct in assuming that other sources
of aid, such as the Basic Educational Opportunity Grant
RE:X1 and scholarships can replace the Social Security
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her help students avoid strangulation in red
tape that binds any major educational institution. Hannah’s willingness to leapfrog the
"usual" channels to confront the policymaker
( instead of the policy executor) has earned
her the gratitude of many students while
necessarily bruising some administrative
egos.
The job requires a delicate balance of tact
and aggressiveness, a strong sense of justice,
and a healthy dose of wisdom. This job
description is not likely to be filled on a
"rotating basis."
These necessary characteristics, as well
as the heavy workload, calls for the position to
be filled by one person on a full-time basis.
As it stands now, the ombudsman reports
directly to Fullerton to insure the positions
independence and influence. We hope this
practice is still continued under whatever new
plan is adopted. Without that direct
presidential access, much of the ombudsman’s power, which is mostly informal,
would be even more diminished.
We find it hard to believe that the ombudsman’s office must be the first to go,
despite what the Department of Finance
supposedly says. SJSU should be telling the
state what we need, not vice-versa.
Jo Ella Hannah is not a person the campus
can afford to lose.

Daily policy
The policy of the Spartan Daily
regarding letters and material
submitted from individuals or
organizations outside of the Spartan
Daily staff is as follows:
Letters
Letters should be submitted at
the Daily office JC 208) between
9a.m. and 5 p.m. weekdays or by
the
Forum
mail
to
Page, c/o the Spartan Daily, San
Jose State University, 125 So.
Seventh St., San Jose, Ca. 95192.
All letters must include the
writer’s signature, major, class
standing, address and telephone
number. Only the name, major and
class standing will be printed.
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to edit for length, style, invasion of privacy and libel.
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to limit the number of letters

on a given topic after a sufficient
amount of comment has appeared.
Forum
The intent of the Spartan Daily
Forum page is to present a variety
of viewpoints on issues affecting the
university community.
Comments, columns and
editorials will discuss local, state,
national and international affairs.
Editorials reflect the position of
the Daily. Opinion columns express
the views of the writer or
organization and will appear with a
by-line attributing the article accordingly.
The Daily encourages reader
comments regarding editorials,
opinions or news stories.
Press Releases
Releases should be submitted as
early as possible to the City Editor
at the Spartan Daily office or by
mail. The sooner the release is

received, the better coverage the
topic may receive.
All releases should include a
telephone number that can be called
in case further information is
needed.
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to to limit, rewrite and edit
press releases for length, style,
invasion of pivacy or libel.
Announcements of meeting
times, displays and other minor
releases should be submitted at the
Daily office in the Spartaguide box
located against the west wall of the
office.
General News
The Spartan Daily welcomes
ideas for news stories from all
campus personnel. Departments
can call the Daily at 277-3181 to
report any policy changes or
achievements by professors and
students.
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Ombudsman vital to SJSU
The Proposition 13 ax has claimed its first
SJSU victims and, unfortunately for the
campus, one of them is Ombudsman Jo Ella
Hannah.
The other casualty is Director of Facilities
Planning Angelo Centanni, who has worked in
the CSUC system for 30 years and who
Fullerton graciously agreed to keep on until
that benchmark is reached in September.
Though Centanni’s devotion will be
missed around campus, it is the loss of the
ombudsman position which will damage the
workings of SJSU.
SJSU President Gail Fullerton said the
loss was "of position, not function." Student
Services Dean Robert Martin will make
someone available to assume the ombudsman
function on a rotating basis, she said.
But the work of Hannah showed that the
ombudsman’s job was not a part-time one,
that it was best held by one person with a great
amount of sensitivity and energy.
The ombudsman is SJSU’s repairman.
She can serve as an arbiter ( if asked)
between parties caught in a fight over
university policy or procedure. She can act as
a go-between between a frustrated faculty
member and a powerful administrator or
bureaucrat.
Most importantly, her knowledge of where
answers are located and how to get them helps
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letters
Book dumping
Editor:
Why throw knowledge away or
why sell knowledge, when in the
past, thousands of volumes have
been destroyed? The viable solutiion
to the "January Weeding Project" is
to give the volumes away.
It will not cost interested individuals or the university anything
as in the past, not even a penny.
Mrs. Patricia Nowlin
FOP Communications Coordinator

New College
Editor:
Professor Jack Douglas of New
College says, "I learned a little
about Dean Laurie’s field of
business from William H. Whyte’s
’Organization Man.’"
That’s fine as long as he realizes
that by reading William H. Whyte he
learned very little. The difficulty
with Whyte’s work is that it makes a
stereotype out of a vast variety of
the human race and that, to the
thinking individual, is anthema.
That which is educational is not
always entertaining and that which
is entertaining is not always
educational. And, of course, that
which is miserable is not always
educational and that which is
educational is not always miserable.
There are, or ought to be, good
textbook writers. I don’t even un-

derstand why a textbook can’t be
generally witty. But I do not wish to
substitute one kind of book for
another
forced to a choice, I
choose both.
A lot of business majors and no
small number of faculty have not
only read Miller’s "Death of a
Salesman," they’ve seen it. They
also felt the pity that competent and
successful people should always feel
for those who didn’t understand
what they were doing when they
were doing it. It is the tragedy of
Willy that education is supposed to
help prevent.
There are people who glory in
business, win it, get enormous
satisfaction out of it, and ultimately
do not feel any sense of guilt and
hence endow humanities programs.
If they endow the humanities they do
it out of a sense of enjoyment, not of
fear.
I hate to shock those in New
College or the humanities, but some
of us have not only read the same
books they’ve read but have the
temerity to talk with students about
what we’ve read.
Edward J. Laurie
Associate Dean

Better ludgement
Editor:
Although I realize that your art
department did not produce that
characature of Reagan portrayed as
the Ayatollah Khomeini, I do believe
that better judgment could have
been made in your choice. To
compare our leader Khomeini to

someone like Ronald Reagan is nc
only insulting and disgusting, but)
is as realistic as presenting Bill.
Carter to be as Pope John Paul II c
the Christian faith.
With all the choices of materit
that you must have for choices I d
believe that you could plc
something that reflects wisdoz
instead of ignorance. Ayatolla
Khomeini is a good and hone:
religious man who has successful]
restored the happiness and tt
freedom to the people, but you do n
seem to understand. I am n
Iranian, but he is my leade
because I am Moslem and I belie
in him more than I could believe in
politician like Ronald Reaga
Perhaps if there were more peop
like Ayatollah Khomeini this wor
would be a better place to live in ar
we could trust the governments.
Melody Ghandc
Engineering junk

My theology
Editor:
Concerning out historic ar
contemporary conceptions about a
the different male gods and fema
whi
goddesses of my theology
we are still discussing in some of o
and
regular classes today
eluding our individual concepts th
some of us are naturally more
telligent beings than the rest of us respectfully conclude and ask you
"It takes one to know one does
not?"
Enichio "Chick" D’Arpi
Student of tt
Open University Progra
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East side termed ’volatile’

By James P. Wagner
"Volatile," is the word
n Jose City Councilman
Garza uses to describe
ist San Jose.
"We’ve got tip rip offs,
?’ve got the high drop out
te of children from
haol, high absenteeism,
en in the elementary
ades - should’nt we be
ncerned about those
ngs?"
Although the East
le’s reputation for high
tme and violence may be
served, Garza believes it
only a symptom of more
eply rooted concerns,
oblems that plague
ban areas across the
tion.
Low incomes, high
nsity housing and the
?vitable crowding which
suit are the conditions
at fuel the "volatile"
ilieu of the East Side.
Garza believes many
his colleagues on the City
ouncil have a "myopic"
-iv of life in crowded
.mmunitites such as East
n
Jose,
When I came on the

City Council, I came off the
streets," Garza said.
Living in places such
as El Paso, Texas and East
Los Angeles has given
Garza a true feeling for life
in crowded crime-prone
areas.
Because of socioeconomic and cultural
differences
between
himself and other council
members, Garza believes
they do not have the living
experience to know the feel
of life in densly populated
and crime -prone communities like East San
Jose.
"There’s always the
mentality in government
that those people need
housing," said Garza.
"But, my God, they can’t
afford a $110,000 singlefamily house, so we gotta
provide something for
them."
The solution in the
past, according to Garza,
has been to promote the
building of high-density
housing units at low cost to
East San Jose renters.
"So what do we do? We

provide 800 square feet of
living spece for $238 a
month. But, when you look
at the cost per square foot
compared with single
family units) you’re not
providing a damn thing,"
Garza said.
Family size among
East Side residents tends to
be higher than the city
average by nearly a third,
a condition which further
aggravates the conditions
of crowding in the East
Side, he said.
often
However,
misleading statistics do nt
bear this out, according to
Garza.
"What demographers
like to do is to take 16 or 17
make
blocks
to
calculations of population
density," said Garza. "In
doing so, they diffuse the
density."
In reality it is
meaningless to speak of a
demographic area as large
as 17 blocks, Garza said.
People don’t live in 17block areas, they live in an
area encompassed within a
few hundred square feet.

rof receives grant;
wakes to be studied
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By Debbie Huosinger
Pioneers often trek on
aky ground, but David
tiwarz and Bob Raburn
e literally doing just that.
Schwarz,
SJSU
ography
associate
ofessor and grad student
ilium, co-investigator,
ye received a $30,000
ssing from the National
ience Foundation to
plore ways of determing how well existing
aergency services in
I rthquake prone cities
serve earthquake
i?tims.
: Schwarz said previous
ludies
have
shown
rations of jaults and the
;st types of buildings to
.nstruct, "but no one has
:ally taken it any further
an that.
1 "We’re going to find
ot if dertain streets are
ing to be reduced to
bbfe’and how that relates
getting an ambulance
DICI

there."
Work on the project
officially began Jan. 15.
With the $30,000 NSF
grant, the pair will use
aerial photographs and
actual on-the-site work to
study building design,
construction and position
and determining what kind
of obstruction could be
expected in the event of an
earthquake.
They will concentrate
on San Francisco and Los
Angeles but said the
"general notions" will be
applicable to San Jose and
other areas.
Schwarz said the grant
was aimed at "someone
who could maybe put a
different perspective on the
study" because NSF felt it
wanted to examine earthquake results from a
different angle.
Neither Schwarz nor
Raburn have previous

experience
studying
earthquakes and are
looking forward to possibly
making
some
"new
discoveries" about what is
to be expected in the event
of an earthquake.
"There is a growing
concern
about
how
available emergency
services will be," Schwarz
said.
"Immediately after a
disaster there is total
chaos. We want to plan
something so somebody (in
charge of emergency
services) will have at least
an idea of which routes will
be blokced," Raburn explained.
"Hopefully this could
be worked into planning
locations of services and
maybe
relocation
of
existing emergency services. This is only the
beginning," Schwarz said.

CURRENT

According to Garza, it is
common to find very dense
patches interspersed
within an area of relaitvely
low average density
"How do you diffuse
the anxieties for the person
living in a densly populated
area just because three
blocks away, there are
Single family houses on
8,000-square-foot lots? You
don’t," said Garza, adding
"planning facilities for the
average doesn’t work."

are dirtier, it’s just that the
streets don’t get swept as
often."
Recreational areas
such as parks and little
league fields are crucial to
the liveability of a community. Not only do they
provide open space, they
provide children with an
opportunity to blow off
some of their anxieties and
frustrations.
These
types
of
facilities are lacking in the
East Side, where there is a
high crime rate among
youngsters, Garza said.

Something
as
seemingly innocuous as an
apartment building front
lawn can have the effect of
providing a small patch of
open space, a crucial
buffer
zone
between
neighbors that can mean
the difference between an
anxiety provoking community and a viable living
space.

Low land cost in the
East Side has attracted a
number of large shopping
areas to congregate there.
These shopping areas are
not community owned, but
rather absentee owned by
corporations headquartered away from the
community.

San Jose’s East Side
carries a stigma, one of
high crime, low income,
low riders and other
facotrs which tend to make
it seem foreign to residents
of other San Jose neighborhoods.

For this reason, it is
harder to get community
support for public
recreation, Garza said.
"And, they’re not all
Chicano or Black," said
Garza. "There are a lot of
white people who bust their
ass to get kids equipped, to
get them a football field,
and argue with the school
district for facilities.

This stigma is in part
responsible for the perpetuation of the conditions
which gave it birth.
"It’s not only in the
higher density," Garza
said. "There are proportionately
fewer
recreational areas, poorer
aesthetics, fewer clean
streets - not that the people

"When I see those
teams suited and equipped,
I have to say that the efforts the individuals gave
to get those uniforms and
equipment was twice as

a
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East San Jose youths
East Side.
With high population
density comes the need for
housing; with the low income, the type of housing
attracted to the area is the
high density type, the
cause of many of the
problems that confront the
area. In this way the
problems of the East Side
compound themselves.

photo by dell Pollorsk,

"I’ve not been an
advocate of sprawling,"
said Garza, "but when I
say ’We need housing,’ I’ve
been very concerned that
we’ve the San Jose City
Council) been willing to
provide only the high
density."
The solution?
"Spread ’em out a
little," Garza said.

Three plays open at Studio Theatre
Three one -act plays,
directed by SJSU theatre
arts graduate students, will
be staged Wednesday and
Thursday night at 8 in the
Studio Theatre.
The
first
play,
"Trifles" by Susan
Galspell, is under the
direction of Joan Nelson.
The play is a mystery
about unraveling a murder
committed in a farmhouse,
according to Nelson.
A member of the Actors Equity Association for
11 years, Nelson has
directed, produced and
performed in several,
including off-off-Broadway
productions.

beginning. I thought it was
achievable - something
the actors could master.
"I’m also fascinated to
see how it all comes
together," she added.
The second play,
"White Lies," by Peter
Shaffer, is directed by
Jenny
Lispen-Schultz.
"White Lies" is about
images people present to
one another.
According to LispenSchultz, the one-act is hard
to label, because it’s
serious yet has a comic
element to it.
Lispen-Schultz has also
had previous experience in
directing. As the "overseer" of the production,
Lispen-Schultz says she
has to hold back ideas
because of her tendency to
throw too much in -

The director chose
"Trifles" because of its
statement
underlying
about caring for the human
element.
"I felt comfortable
with "Trifles" from the

in&
juni

much as anywhere else."
The problems that
plague the East Side are
not uncommon, but this
does not diminish the
impact the crowding and
low income have on
residents
there,
he
asserted,
San Jose faces a
dilemma when treating the
problems of beleaugered

formation at people at one
time.
A lot of intuition goes
into directing, according to
Lispen-Schultz.
"You have to understand the script really
well, and understand what
the author is saying to get
his message to the
audience as it was intended.
"You have to be able to
see the play as you read
it," she added.
- "Curtains," the third
play by Gloria Gonzales, is
under direction of Ross
Nelson I no relation to
Joan).
"I read about 40 oneact plays before choosing
to do "Curtains," said
Nelson.
"It is a Neil Simon-ish
type comedy, commenting

on the theater dying. All
the characters are funny
and delightfully interesting," he said.
"I view comedy as a
release from people’s
mundane problems," he
said.
Tickets for the plays
are $1.50 for students and
$3 general. For more information,
call
the
University Box Office at
277-2777.

Angelo’s
Bakery
Italian American
pastries
bread
sandwiches
78 F. Santa Clara
295-0394
10% off
to students
11

Tit
ctiffescfctifiR
35 S. 4th.

San Jose

294-4086

off with this ad Mon. -Wed._}

Cross-country skills
offered in ski class
A cross-country skiing
class will be offered to
SJSU students through
Leisure Services.
The class, held Mondays between March 12 and
26, will discuss the importance of physical
conditioning, clothing and
nutrition.
Jon Thomas, instructor, said proper
physical condition can
make the difference between having a good time
skiiing and spraining an
ankle because of lack of
flexibility.
"Cross-country skiing
is the best physical exercise you can do. It requires
a lot of work and uses all
parts of the body, which is
why it’s so essential to be in
shape," Thomas said.
Cold weather safety
precautions will also be
taught,
according to
Thomas.

US

you
oes

,rpi

Bob Raburn and David Schwarz

arrested and the mall was
closed two hours early that
day.
Wells Fargo Bank, the
owner of Eastridge and
plaintiff in the suit, is
charging the demonstrators, the RCYB and the
Revolutionary Communist
Party with "trespass" and
"nuisance."
It accuses the defendants of accosting and
disturbing
shoppers,
physically
assaulting
security officers and
preventing the removal of
posted banners.
"When I heard them
say we were under arrest,
we were already starting to
leave," one member of the
brigade who refused to

Out there in the Atlantic Ocean on a sunshine beach there’s
going to be an outbreak of revelry this vacation break. And
after the sun goes down.., well, you know the effect the
moonlight has on a celebration. We can only hope it won’t
be a full moon.
Because from now through April 21 were opening the
Bahamas/Paradise Island to a wave of American College
students. We have reason to believe that the wave may
reach tidal proportions. Probably because of the price’
$368 including air fare and hotel.
So there it is, young America. We guarantee you the best of
dancing on the beach, athletic competitions, rum festivals.
limbo parties and more!
Beyond that, you’re invited to improvise And since your
talent for good timing is legendary, we’ve made preparations for you. We’re going to be ready.
With open arms.

photo by Da thd Korner

CYB in $ 100,000 lawsuit
By Bob Dawson
The
Revolutionary
imrnunist Youth Brigade
s been named as a
fendant in a $100,000
’emplary law suit in
lanta Clara County
merior Court.
’ The suit, filed Feb. 2,
so names 500 "Doe’s"
-io are to be identified and
Irved, some on campus
re, in connection with a
n.
28 incident at
stridge Shopping
nter.
The RCYB atempted to
monstrate in support of
Moody Park, Chicano
bellion, which took place
Houston last year. A
olent encounter with
stridge security ensued,

It’s important to know
how to guard against
hypothermia - when body
temperature goes down
due to wind and cold and
rain, and hypertherrnia when body terperature
goes up because of working
hard and being overdressed, Thomas explained.
The
class
also
discusses
avalanche
danger and weather patterns and what to do when
lost.
Practical experience
will also be gained from the
course. The last weekend in
March, the class will go to
the Carson Pass area to put
to use all the knowledge
learned in class.
A fee of $20 is charged
for the class. Price includes the trip to Carson
Pass.
Sign-ups
are
available in the A.S.
buisness office.

"They stopped us from
leaving."
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sports
Tigers advance to NCAA Western Regionals

UOP prevails in PCAA tourney
By Steve Carp
ANAHEIM - The
University of Pacific
basketball team didn’t
have to come down here to
prove it is the best club in
the Pacific Coast Athletic
Association.
But as long as the
Tigers did come down here
for the PCAA post-season
tournament, they made
sure that everyone knew
they were Numero Uno.
UOP wound up playing
the PCAA’s No. 2, team,
Utah State, in the finals
Saturday and beat the
Aggies 82-73 to win the
tournament and advance to
the NCAA Western
Regionals.
As usual, UOP did it

with smart play on both
ends of the court and hot
shooting from its "dynamic
duo," Ron Cornelius and
Terence Carney, along
with a thorough job of
preparation by coach Stan
Morrison
and
his
assistants.
Cornelius, who was
named the tourney’s Most
Valuable Player, finished
with 21 points while holding
USU’s Preston Bailess to
only 10. Carney had 19
points and, as usual,
provided the floor
leadership that kept the
Tigers together.
Utah State got 18 from
guard Keith McDonald and
16 from center Dean
Hunger. However, those

two couldn’t offset the
unselfishness displayed by
UOP and Utah State coach
Dutch Belnap could not
offset Pacific’s depth.
Pacific got off in front
early, leading by 10 with
only eight minutes gone.
But Utah State came back
and eventually took the
lead, 30-26, with three
minutes left in the half.
The game seesawed in
the ensuing three minutes
with both teams hitting
from all over the court.
When the smoke from
the nets cleared,it was
pacific back in front 38-32.
Many people thought the
game was over right then
and there: Utah State had

not impressed the crowd of
4,670 and there was a slight
air of resentment for there
were many fans from
Stockton to root their
Tigers on.
But
to everyone’
surprise, the Aggies didn’t
fold. They stayed with
Pacific early in the second
half and eventually Hunger
hit a pair of free throws to
tie it at 66 with 3:46 left.
The Aggies had a large
contingent of fans from
Logan and they were going
wild.
The teams traded
baskets and with 2:11 left
and the score tied at 70,
Cornelius was fouled. He
sank a pair and Pacific was

never headed again.
Cornelius’ two free
throws began an 8-for-8 run
from the line down the
stretch by the Tigers.
Pacific reached the finals
via a tough, intense game
with Cal State Long Beach.
Long Beach defeated
Fullerton State Thursday
and it might have been
emotionally spent as UOP
waged a furious secondhalf rally to catch and pass
the 49ers, 74-69.
Utah State had to get
past Fresno State and its
slowdown offense. The
Aggies did it thanks to
his
and
McDonald
penetrating tactics. The
guard
from Oakland
strutted his stuff with 24

points as the Aggies
defeated the Bulldogs 66-52.
So it came down to No.
1 against No. 2, and as it
should be, No. 1 prevailed.
Morrison was elated as
he met the press following
the championship game.
"What can I say?"
Morrison said. "We did the
things we’ve been doing all
year. We got great performances from Carney
and Cornelius and the team
executed."
Morrison was asked for
his formula of success.
"Just a lot of hard
work and a little bit of
luck".
Belnap tipped his hat to
the Tigers.

"They proved they
were the best and I think
they’ll
be
a
fine
representative in the
NCAA’S. They played us
tough and they are a
disciplined, well-coached
club."
Pacific has now won 10
of its last 11 and the Tigers
advance to the Western
Regionals Thursday at a
site and time to be determined.
The Aggies didn’t do
badly this season, their
first in the PCAA. They
showed they have a fine
athletic program, finishing
in a tie for first in football,
winning a championship in
wrestling and placing
second in basketball.

the PCAA All-Tourney
team included Carney of
Pacific, Hunger and McDonald of Utah State, Art
Williams of Fresno State
and Francois Wise of Long
Beach State.
SLAM DUNKS - SJSU’s Wall>
Rank was named to the All-Northern
California second team along with
UOP’s Carney. Attendance was good
for the tourney. Thursday night way,
a sellout 17,500, thanks to the 1.01W
Beach-Fullerton contest. Enda) ’yJ
games drew 5.000 and Saturday
drew 4.000-plus without a local trail
entered. (orrunissioner Lew Cry is
and assistant Wink Chase did :
super job running the tome). Thii
media was treated superbly and it
was a first-class show. USt" s
Boyd was in attendance Friday:I
looking for work, maybe’ Darn
Dawkins and Marlon Rohnond ,y
Philadelphia 76ers were here ti
watch SJSU Thursday. Word way
that Dr. J was in attendance bui
wasn’t seen.

Track team breaks 6 meet records in win
By Danny Edwards
SJSU’s track and field
team won 12 of 18 events in
defeating UC Irvine, last
year’s Pacific Coast
Athletic
Association
champion, 92-62 Saturday
at San Jose City College.
Nine Irvine-SJSU dual
meet records fell with six
of them broken by Spartans.
In the early stages off
the meet, SJSU head coach
Ernie Bullard figured the
contest as "very close"
with the two relays as the
"pivotal areas."
The Spartans were
without sprinter Phil
Williams (injury) and
quarter-miler
Marlon
Rochee, who may be
ineligible. Rochee was a
key member of SJSU’s
mile-relay team last
season with a best of 45.99
for his leg.
"He Rochee l, at this
point, is still ineligible,"
said sprint coach Larry
Livers. "I don’t think he’s
going to get his eligibility
back."
During the meet,
though, things began to go
right early for the Spartans. In the 400-meter
relay, with SJSU holding a
slight lead, the Anteaters
were disqualified for a zone
violation on the last handoff
between Wilbur
Gregory and La Monte
King.
Unaware of the
disqualification,
SJSU
anchor man Kevin Cole ran
hard all the way in as the
Spartans set a meet record
of 40.4.
Irvine’s King seemed
to
be
everywhere
throughout the meet as he
won the 100 and 200-meter
dashes in meet record
times 110.3 and 20.3,
respectively), soared to a
meet record in the long
jump 25-4 3/41 and anchored the winning milerelay team.
The big difference for
SJSU, in comparison to its
opening
win
against
Stanford last week, was the
success of the distance
runners.
Sophomore Stan Ross
raced to a meet-record
3:52.1 in winning the 1,500meter run and teammate
Lupe Chavez nipped Irvine’s Dave Daniels for
second. Chavez ran a
lifetime best of 3:53.3.
"I had a gut feeling
they were goint to do it,"
said distance coach Don
Riggs. "I don’t think they
were pleased with last
week’s performance."
Apparently
they
weren’t as SJSU’s Russ
Nahirny and Ross took onetwo in the 800-meter run,
Nahirny running 1.56.1 and
Ross 1:56.5.
The Anteaters, though,
swept the 5,000-meter run
as Daniels, Dave Schriver
and Steve Webb all crossed
the line together in 14:36.2.
SJSU’s Tim Gruber was

fourth at 14:52.4.

threw 217-5. Both marks
were season bests.

The Spartans again
showed their main strength
lies in the field and weight
events. SJSU won the shot
put, javelin, high jump,
discus, pole vault and triple
jump.

Thurliss Gibbs and
teammate Fritz Moga
cleared 6-6 in the high jump
with Gibbs winning
because he had fewer
misses.

Bob Fuerbach won the
shot with a heave of 58-3 1/2
,a season best but far off
his personal record of 64
feet. Teammate Kevin
Brady was third at 54-0.
Curt Ransford and
Rich Stewart were one-two
in the javelin as Ransford’s
throw of 229-2 broke the
meet record. Stewart

In the discus, Colin
Sutherland won with a toss
of 172 feet and Fuerbach
was third.
Greg Woepse cleared
the bar at 16-4 in taking the
pole vault and Spartan
Mike Hosford was third at
15-6.
Rex White’s 47-9 1/2

triple jump was good
enough to win with SJSU’s
John Jelks third at 44-5.
Spartan Stephen
Chepkwony continued to
close in on his world-class
form of three years ago by
winning the 400-meter run
in 47.6, a meet record.
Chepkwony, who has run
44.4, qualified for the 1976
Olympic Games in the
quarter-mile for Kenya.
SJSU’s other 1976
Olympic
qualifier,
Essodina Atchade of Togo,
was second in the long
jump with a leap of 24-7.
Atchade’s last jump would
have been good enough for

a win but he scratched by
less than an inch. Stan
Webster was third with 23-1
1/2.
In the closest race of
the day, SJSU’s Mike
Kirtman and Pete Austin
edged Irvine’s Gregory in
the 110-meter high hurdles.
Kirtman just beat Austin
as both were clocked in
14.2. Kirtman also took
second in the 200-meter run
with a time of 21.1.
Don Finley’s meetrecord time of 52.7 was
good enough for first in the
400-meter intermediate
hurdles and teammate
Jerome Bearden was third

Tennis team hosts Cal and Cards
By Chuck Bustillos
Paulsen is still limping. His ankle is OK, but he’s having
SJSU’s men’s tennis team won its two matches this some problems with his foot and he wasn’t very agile."
past week by scores of 6-1/2-2-1/2 and 7-2. Outside of the
The Spartan coach said next week’s contests are "the
players and their mothers, probably nobody else is aware
supreme tests for us" yet he is not totally awed by the
of this.
Should the Spartan netters post those same totals in Bear and Cardinal squads.
this week’s contests, however, they’ll draw the attention
"It’s a lot easier to get psyched up for Cal and
of a whole lot of people. Mostly because this week’s op- Stanford than UC San Diego and UC Santa m We know
ponents happen to the the No. 1 and 5 tennis teams in the that they’ve both got excellent teams. We’ve played them
country.
before (in the Nor-Cal tourney two weeks ago). We know
The SJSU squad hosts fifth-ranked UC Berkeley on what we have to do to beat them, it’s just the challenge
Tuesday and Stanford, the NCAA’s top ranked team, now of going out the doing it."
visits the South Campus courts on Thursday. Both
matches start at 2 p.m.
Brash is beginning to regain the form which garnered
This past Friday the Spartans closed out a relatively him All-America honors as a freshman in 1977. He’s had to
easy week with a 7-2 victory over UC Santa Barbara,
come back from an arm injury he suffered in a car acTop-seeded Nial Brash defeated Jacques Manset 6-3, cident a month ago. He will be squaring off with Cal’s
6-2 to pace a sweep of the six singles matches for SJSU. Marty Davis in No. 1 singles. Davis won the Nor-Cal
Paul Batten, Bill Harper, Dave Couch, George Mulhern Tourney singles title by default when Stanford"s Matt
and Ken Bryson all won in consecutive sets.
Mitchell suffered an injury.
The doubles encounters once agains proved to be an
enigma for Butch Krikorian’s club as it lost two of the
three doubles matches.
TAKING THE
"We did quite well in the singles. I was pleased with
the way everyone played," Krikorian said.
His critique of the doubles play was not as complementary.
"We still need work in our doubles play. We didn’t do
too well here, but it wasn’t really a true test. (Don)

Free throw beats
White Entrance III
Dan Belshaw’s free
throw with eight seconds
remaining gave White
Entrance III a 48-47
triumph over Jammin’ in
A -League intramural
action Tuesday.
Mark Russo and Jake
Vandenberg scored 12
points each to lead WE III,
while Henry Wilson of
Jammin’ topped all scorers
with 14.
The Motor City Wheels
won by forfeit over The
Gunners in the other A-

League game Tuesday.
In B-League action the
Jay Birds flew past Take It
On Up 31-24, East Side
Johhny’s slammed the
Can’t Dunkers 57-38 and
Bomb’s Squad exploded
against U.A.P., 60-31.
C-league openers, the
Jet Lag flew past the 12th
Street Loathes 44-23, the
Losers win against Azteca
41-22, Mo Yone edge Sigma
Alpha Mu 37-33, and Los
Cabrones won by forfeit
against Theta Chi Black.

FLUENT IN ENGLISH?
Our Foreign Students
need you.
You can:
help them...
enjoy their company...
learn about other countries...
and earn college credit TOO!

For two hours per week you can now
do all these things, and the only
requirement is that you be
fluent in English. Does this
fit anyone you know?
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL
DON HAYDEN AT 377 2509

with 54.1.
The Spartans’ Ken
Thomas and
Marcus
Washington were second
and third respectively in
the 100-meter dash. Each
ran 10.5.
SJSU’s mile relay
team, comprised of Austin,
Terry Nash, Bearden and
Chepkwony, ran 3:21.6 and
finished second to the
Anteaters’ 3:15.8.
The Spartans, ranked
seventh in the nation last
year in dual meets, will try
to continue their undefeated (2-0) season
Saturday against UCBerkeley at 10:15 a.m, on
the San Jose City College
track.
SJSU 92. UClryiee 62
tarry
Hammer throw:
Schrader. UCI. 187-0; Marty
O’Toole. UCI. 1634; Half Horn.
SJSU. 145-3.
Shot put, Bob Fuerbach, SJSU.

58-3 1/2; Ens LeBow, Ut11, 56-1 3/4:
Kevin Brady, SJSU. 54-0.
Long jump: t,aMnnte King. UCI.
25-4 3/3: Essodina Atchade, SJSU 247; Stan Webster, SJSU, 241/2.
400 relay: SJSU Ronnie Anderson, Ken Thomas. Mike Kirtman.
Kevin
Cole),
40.4:
Irvine
disqualified.
Javelin: Curt Ransford, SJSU.
229-2: Rich Stewart, SJSU. 217-5:
Curt Eilenberg. UCI, 204-8.
1500, Stan Ross. SJSU. 3:52.1;
lope Chavez, SJSU, 3:53.3: Dave
Daniels. UCI. 3:53.8.
1101.111: Mike Kirtman. SJSU
14.2: Pete Austin. SSU 14.2: Wilbur
Gregory, UCI. 14.3.
High jump: Thurliss Gibbs.
SJSU 6-6: Fritz Maga, SJSU. 6.6:
Eric Tausheck, UCI, 64.
400, Stephen Chepkwony. SJSU.
47.6: Vincent Shelton. UCI. 49.5;
Greg Veatch, UCI, 49.9.
192; LaMonte King, (JCL 10.3;
Ken Thomas, SJSLI. 10.5: Marcus
Washington. SJSU. 10.5.
Discus: Colin Sutherland. SJSU.
1724; KOs LeBow, UCI, 166-9; Bob
Fuerbach.SJSU,164.4.
Pole Vault; Greg Woepsc, SJSU.
16-4: Bill ThlIken. UCI. 16-0: Mike
Hosford. SJSU. 15-6.
600: RIM Nahirny. SJSU.
1:56.1; Stan Ross. SJSU: 1,56.5;
Steve Tyler. tin. 1,58.6.

400IM, Don Finley. Sall, 52.7
Anthony Wells. UCI, 53.2; Jeron
Bearden. SJSU 54.1.
Triple jump: lies White. 5.15147.9 1/2: Ray Huntress. UCI. 45John Jelks.SJSU. 44-3.
200: LaMonte King. UCI. 20
Mike Kirtman. SJSU. 21.1: Carly
Kidd, UCI. 21.6.
5000, Dave Daniels. UC
14,36.2; Dave Schriver. UC
14,36.2; Steve Webb.1.141, 14:36.2.
Mile relay. UCI, !Vince
Shelton, Anthony Wells. Darr
McGee. LaMonte King,. 3:15.
SJSU. Pete Austin. Terry Nast
Jerome Bearden. Stephen (’hi’
wony 1.3:21.6.

GREEN PEACE

Help us
help the Earth!
Join us...
Tuesday, March 6th
Student Union
3: 1 5 p

Umunhum Room

If you’d like to do
something about the energy shortage 1
this is a good place to start.

LSAT?
Join thousands of
law school applicants
nationwide in

Amity’s LSAT
Review Seminars

NOW IN SAN JOSE
CALL TOLL FREE FOR
DETAILS AND LOCAL
SCHEDULE INFORMATION
800-243-4767 Ext. 761

THE
MARINES
ARE LOOKING
FOR A FEW
GOOD MEN TO
FLY IT.
Find out about some unusual career
opportunities available to men and
while they stay in school and
women
Marine Corps
after they graduate.
in data processing,
career programs
telecommunications, avionics, finance
and business management, to name just
a few -- are among the best offered in or
out of the military. Find out all the facts
when we visit your campus:
Monday

Thursday, March S
9 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Outside the Bookstore
For more information

Call

Collect (4011) 275 7445

If you’re graduating and not afraid of
jumping feet first into one of the mist
complex problems of the decade the energy shortage- PG&E may have
a job for you.
The work is challenging. The pay
is good. And the benefits are above
average.
If you’d like to do something meaningful with your life, as well as earn
a good living in a job with good security,
there may be an opportunity for you
at PG&E.

Our prolessinnal nectiatmoot emups
will he on the San fore campus March
13, 14. 15 and /010 tall to endowing BS
or MS in CE. EL ME: BS in Bus.
Ad.. or MBA: BS or MS in A Mg. Please
see your placement office fur lurther
details or contact John Clemson, PG&E
Professional Employment Office
245 Market Street, San Francisco.
CA W106.
AN EqUai Opponumtv

13CovE
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,By Leslie R. Erikson
Yes, there
was a
orical figure named
isy Ross, and Clarence
’Flick of SJSU’s Drama
tartment is bringing her
y to the television
"Betsy" features a
t of radio-television and
%sic majors at SJSU.
ira student Helen
itner sings the title role.
The story takes place
m 1773 to 1783
onicling Ross’s life as a
tiness
women,
olutionary, religious
ovator and thricerried mother.
"Betsy" also stars

radio-television students
Brad Ryder and Larry
Jensen, and music student
Lance Phillips as the three
husbands. Her first two
husbands, John Ross
( Ryder
and
Joseph
Ashburn (Jensen), die and
leave her to run an
upholstery and flag making
business.
Together with her third
husband, John Claypoole
( Phillips), Betsy starts a
new order of Free Quakers
which accepts the tenets of
self-defense and marriage
outside the society.
Norman Romwell, a
student in the Over 60’s"

program, portrays Samuel
Griscon, Ross’s father.
"It ( ’Betsy’ ) has a real
value for children in
learning about the
revolution," Flick said.

announcements

PRO DJ (SJSU student) with own
equipment and records will spin
the disks at your small Party.
SS/hr. 2864219.

SIERRA Club meeting Tues. 7:30
pm Guadalupe Em student
union. Outdoor and conservation
activities.
CIRCLE OF LIFE FELLOWSHIP
Classes in Psychic Owes’s.
ment, Meditation, Aquarian
Gospel, Prosperity. 2984509.
TYPING. Fast, Accurate and
reasonable too. IBM Seloctric.
Given,. a try. I’m in West San
Jose. Call Pats’ 9141642.

le. SJSI
CI, 45-3
CI. 20 3
; Carly
U(
Ut
1:36.2.
Vim en
Darr
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y Nits!
Chen
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hrence E. Flick takes a look at his production,
t!ttsy." starring radio -television and music
iijors from SJSU.

:hi:
61h

flashback

1 5p

!ears ago today:
Legislation designed to
rge paraphernalia and
pence of marijuana
records
)rest
rinomously passed the
sembly Criminal Justice
mmittee.
ears ago today:
Indians who had been
ding Wounded Knee for
e days ignored a federal
ler to depart the village
harmed.
Instead,
they
with
vested talks
leral officials.
"We want Secretary of
’Interior Rogers Morton
a top aide," said Carter
mp, leader of the
nerican
Indian
ivement.
"We would like to see
nry Kissinger or John
hlichman here."
Reporter Bill Farr,
led for 46 days for
Using to reveal his news
irce for a story on the
inson
family, said
urnalists have an
bligation" to convince
public why shield laws
necessary.
"We (reporters) have
obligation to convince
public of why we feel
way we do."
ears ago today:
Thirteen protesters

were arrested and six
police officers injured
when an SJSU anti-war
rally erupted into violence.
At the height of the
confrontation, there were
40 uniformed police officers and 20 plainclothesmen on campus.
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Fri -Mon.
"Two
Outrageous
Comedies"

THE
GRANDE
BUFFE
Rated X

also

LAST NIGHT
Werlmuller’s

ALL
SCREWED
UP

GROPE
presents...

COLOR IS THE FASHION FOR
SPRING! Let me determine
your most flattering as well as
give you a personalized style
description. These are YOUR
unique fashion building blocks
that you can use and adapt for
the rest of your life, i give you
about 70 colors out of a set of 500
together with your personal
Style description In portfolio.
By appt. only. References.
Sliding scale of tees. Inquire
details rsm Carol Lynne
Bowman, M.A., 247.2504, 5:307:00 p.m. most eves, llamIpm
Saturdays. Also, Dress for
Success for the Business
minded. You never have to
make clothes mistake egoln.
SKI UTAH, During Spring break
with SJSU SKI CLUB. FIVE
DAYS skiing at Park City, Alto
and Snowbird, Transportation,
Lilts, lodging and parties all
included for 5180.00 Signups
start Feb 27th at 7:30 a.m. in the
Almaden Room, Student Union.
Also coming up is the Weekend
trip to SQUAW VALLEY, Feb.
17-18th. Come loin us for fun and
sun in the mountains.
AUDIO ENTERPRISES HAS 171
The Widest selection of the
Highest fidelity at the Lowest
prices! AE is your consumer
electronics buying service for
nearly 300 brands of audio
components, compacts, por,
tables, and accessories for auto.
hiltre. stage, or studio. AE Iso
has TV’s VIRs, videoscreens
and games. Everything you
need In home entertainment aft
10 50 percent DISCOUNTS! Mfg
wrnty. Plus optional 5 year
extended wrnty. All accessories
at cost wipurchase of any
system! S FREE LPs with each
purchase! If you’re tired of the
small selection at the Sound works, the high prices at
Pacific, or the thrown together
junk systems at Cal, then you
owe it to yourself to Give Audio
Enterprises a call. The number
is 255-5550. M -F after 7 p.m.,
anytime weekends. Ask for Ken.
Audio Enterpirses Has It!
DISCO EXPERIENCE: Mobile
Disco and Light Shows wIM
Peter B. Tremendous sound
systems and lighting effects
available for all occasions. Call
(4061 2623156.
GAY MEN and Lesbians SJSU Gay
Student Union meets most
Thurs. ate PM in Me Guadolupe
Rm of the SJSU Student Union,
Speaker led discussions, rap
groups, potluck dinners and
otter activities. We provide an
informal educational social
setting which is very conclusive
to meeting people and learning
about the gay community. Be all
attend. For our
You can be
meeting schedule or lust more
Information call our events tape.
NS -GAYS
ATTENTION SJSU and OTHERS:
WAS
THE
FREEWAY
CROWDED? R2 02
CONTACT LENS WEARERS Save
on brand name hard or soft lens
supplies
Send
for
free
illustrated catalog
Contact
Lens Supplies, Box 7453,
Phoenix, Arizona 85011.

PROTEU
MNE COMPA
Tues., March 6th
noon
S.U. Ballroom

BEAUTIFUL stained glass artwork.
Windows on display or custom
order We guarantee lowest
prices. Call Ed at 238,4669 or 9256974.

need a couple of units? It
writing Is your thing, we need
you at the Alumni Association
for PR writing and for our
the Spartan
publication
Quarterly. You can receive one
to three units through an IS ISO
class, and work with concerned
prldeSSIOnal supervision. We
want people who’re serious
and
about the writing craft
flexible enough to try a new
style or two. contact Carol
Schreiber at 277-3235 or 207-2532
for more Information.

53.25/carton.
CIGARETTES
Cheap tuff to mark up to resell.
99O-4666.
WANTED TO BUY. Baseball cards,
all years and types, especially
Bowman, Gaudy, Post, Lea. Top
Prices paid. Call Peter Field,
6296939.
typing,
PROFESSIONAL
proofreading and editing. Fast.
Student rates. Jeannie, 274-1975.
SKIERS UNITE! Ski Park City, Alta
and Snowbird over Easter
Vacation. Five fantastic days
and nights. April 7.13. Only 5180.
transportation
Includes
lodging, lifts and parties. Alta
and Snowbird included. Sign up
at table in Art Quad area and at
meeting On Thursday, March I
in Engineering 132 at 7:10 p.m.
Ski Heavenly and Kirkwood
March 3-4 too. 625/members and
$32/non-members. Discover the
Ski Club sd ski the best powder
anywhere. Joe Patterson, 768
2529, 295-6705.

automotive

’74 CHEVROLET Nova Hatchback.
AM/FM stereo cassette, new
steel belted radial tires, 6,0., 3.
spit, 20 mpg. 52,692 Call 238
6276.

PART-TIME, Full-time 10 Key
operators for tax season, Interviewing now Tax Corporation
of America 1060 Minnisota 294i
3613.294-3134.
Wanted
ADDRESSERS
Immediately! Work at home no experience necessary
excellent pay Write American
Service. 8350 Park Lane, Suite
127, Dallas, TX 75231.
NURSING
Flexible Hours/Good
Pay. Aides/Ord., S5.00/hr.,
LYN’S, 06.50/hr., RN’s, Whr.
Some Experience Required
Call 287 1749 for Appt.
HELP WANTED IMMEDIATELY.
Need aggressive personality.
able to assume responsibility.
Part time job, working with
Public from 10 a.m. to 6 P.m.
Sat. -Sun, Contact ArcadeSkee
Ball, San Jose Flea Market,
17000 Berryessa Rd. Call 2139,
1553 8:P3-5:00 weekdays.
JOBS IN ALASKA: Summer jobs.
paying;
0100-02,000
High
per/mo. Nat’l Parks, Fisheries,
Logging, and more. How and
where to pet jobs: Send $3 to
Alasco, P.O. Box 2410, Goleta,
CA 92010
BE A YOGI. .BEAR!
AMUSEMENT PARK FUN!
costume
operators,
Ride
characters, food services,
merchandise sales, main,
ten/ince. Immediate part-time
full-time summer.
Wings,
in person.
Apply NOW
VILLAGE
FRONTIER
AMUSEMENT PARK.

MINI dirt bike, 140 .69 Olds Delta 4
dr
solid. dependable tran
sport/Pon 5.400 Call 377 1660
after 1p .m.

for sale

DEAR STUDENT, FACULTY AND
STAFF: Your insurance needs:
FIRE,
AUTO,
HOME,
HEALTH. If you are not already
with State Farm, call for an
appointment at my office or
home and we’ll set up a time
convenient for you on campus,
at your home, or at my office.
Let’s Oct together and give you
better coverage for Ins money.
CALL 7 MORT STAR, 253 3277 or
446.3649.
BOLE% Camera. )imM nonreflox
inovi
Camera.
Slow
motion/fast motif" 3 lens,
pistol grip. S175. C8112316276.
’77

YAMAHA Endure 500. Exc.
cond., 6,600 miles. JO mpg.
Asking 51,100. 27*-94115 after 1
P.m

Stereo Receiver Realistic STA-225.
50 Watts RMS. Excellent FM
Reception, Beautiful wood
grain. New 4400, sell $150. 374.
7711.
FOR SALE: ’66 Mustang auto 289
good condition (needs minor
work) good buy! 5725 call 9111111925 ask for Ed.
VW Engine, 12000cc, Newly robot.
new Cyls and Pistons etc. $200
exch. 269.3117 even, 277-3073
days.

SURFERS WANTED as actors in
projected Hollywood surfing
movie lobe filmed In Santa Cruz
and vicinity. Call 1-722-7761.
OVERSEAS JOBS Summer/year
round. Europe, S. America.
Australia. Asia. Etc. All fields,
550011,209 monthly. Expenses
paid. Sightseeing. Free info.
Write: B.H.P Co., Box 449055,
Berkeley, CA 94704.
ADVERTISING
SALES
interesting, profitable. Your
hours. Experience required.
(collegiate S.J.), (415)835-9711.
DANCE MAJOR wanted. Need
Inventive choreographer/danc
er for student -produced
children’s film. No pay but interesting opportunity to explore
movement ideas within a
narrative framework and see
the results on film. Call 13111, 737
1544.
ASIAN WOMEN wanted for
amateur photographer. 86 P/H.
Call Jay Vora! at 735-1180 for
details.
13.50/PER HOUR. MIK, easy work
near SJSU (You can study while
you work). Hours to fit your
schedule. Also typing and office
work part time near campus,
same pay, Call Don, 991-0149, 5
foe p.m. only.

1978 Tahiti Super Tiger Ski Boat, 460
Ford, Panther Jet, $1900 down,
take over payments must sell.
getting married! Kevin 24)9569

LIVE-IN BABYSITTER. Light
housekeeping. Room, board and
small weekly salary Call 267
6028.

Stereo for sale
also records and
tapes
nd to sell fast Best
offer Pis call 295 7231 (ask for
MarY) If interested.

Warehouseman Driver 01.80 per hr.
work 1pm to Spm, Mree to five
days/wk to fit your school
schedule Good driving record
required Phone Mrs Emm. 298
4900Year round opportunity

help wanted
PBX Receptionist Some phone exp
necessary Hours to tit your
schedule. Call Ginger, 9114.7566

Experienced people needed to work
at Sun ’n Soil Natural Food Store
and Restaurant In food service
area Full time and Port time
positions available Please call
Sue Ann or Ron for more in
formation at 287 8817.

r=========

original target date.
Flick and the RadioTelevision Department
went ahead with the
production anyway, and
the film was wrapped in
late spring 1978.
Local channel 54 has
aired all of SJSU’s
television productions in
the past, FLick said. It is
his hope that "Betsy" will
be no exception.

Flick also plans to
distribute the work on
cable systems throughout
the country, beginning with
San Jose’s Gill Cable.
"Betsy" is in the final
editing stages, and should
be
broadcast,
appropriately enough, by
Flag Day, June 14.
Flick’s "The Emperor
in the Buff," a takeoff on
Hans Christian Anderson’s

JOBS ON SHIPS! American,
foreign. No experience required.
Worldwide
ExcIlent pay.
travel Summer lob or career
Send 53 for Info. to SEAFAX
07. Box 2049, Port
OW
Angelees, WA 91362.

"The Emperor’s New
Clothes," was recently shot
by and with student actors.
The film wrapped in
November and is now being
edited.
Currently Flick is
working with SJSU’s
children’s theater group
GIG, Gallavanting Inspiration Group, on a takeoff on "Puss and Boots"
entitled "El Gab o Grande."

BARMAID/BARTENDER. Approx.
2025 hours per wk. in Beer Bar.
No exp. necessary. Free Beer
13 plus per hr. Mellow at
phosphere. 990-9779 afternoons.
Ask for Fred.
MISCELLANEOUS easy work near
SJSU (you can study while you
work). 03.50 per hours. Hours to
fit your schedule, Also typing
and office work part-time near
cernPus. Same Pay. Call Don,
99110149, $ to6p.m. only.
NU T R IT IONmlnded person
with experience in retailng
needed to work at Sun ’n Soil
Natural Food store, Full-time
manager trainee and part-time
positions available. Information
at 28741887.
COMPANIONS
SLEEP IN OR OUT
Assist the elderly in their own
homes. Choose your own hours.
No fees. Call in now! Quality
Care 246-7042.
EXOTIC JOBS! LAKE TAHOE
CAL! Little exp. Fantastic tips
(Pay) 01.70044,000, summer.
35,000 people needed in Casinos,
restaurants, ranches, cruisers.
river rafts. Send S3.95 for Into, to
LAKEWORLD. EH Box 60179,
,39cpJeoto, CA 95860.
JAPAN. our bachelor’s quallf leg
you for good pay teaching
English New, comprehensive
employment report. 57.50. White
Heron, Box 2461 CS (SL),
Pullman, WA 99163.
SAILBOATS! CRUISE SHIPS.
JOBS M/F 1 No experience. High
Pay. Sea Caribbean, Hawaii,
Europe,
World!
Summer
Career, Send $3.95 for info. to
SEAWORLD, EH 100 60129.
PROCESS SERVER. Highest
Paying in Santa Clara Co. You
must be a citizen, over 18 and
have reliable transportation.
Work is not dangerous, but not
for the fainthearted. Apply at
2101. First St., 11 am. noon, or
call 2974664 for appointment.

3 lines
41,0.0
5 hnes
6 hnes

One
day
r 50
2 00
250
300

Announcements
Automotive
,oi Sale

NURSING major needs Fem.
Ramate share 2 beirm. apt.
5152.5 and 1/2 util/mo, Neat,
responsible student Studious
atmos. 7 rnin from campus. Rec.
complx. 250-7490.
FEMALE wanted to share 2 barns.. 7
be apt near campus with 76 yr
old I.A. major. $140/mo. plus
deposit and utilities. Avail.,
3/15. Kevin, 293-5290.
HOUSE -FURNISHED. Avail. June
1. Close to campus. Security,
private yard w/BBQ, garage,
Cable TV. W/13. Prefer COuPle
In housesit my home on a per
manent basis, and make my
Polonent of S275/trio, plus your
utilities. Please Send short
application/resume to "owner."
do George Stump. 1058 N. 4th.
St., No. 1, San Jose, CA95112.
Lame Modern 2 bedroom 2.51011
f urnlsbed Apt. 5300/1110.
Available March I. $so south
11th Street. 733-6433.
Studio and extra room unfurnished
quiet Carport Adults No pets
1 Wk. from campus - available
March 10th call before 6 p.m
2941477.
Roam end Board, 0135 a mo study
hours and off street parking. 279
9473. 155 South 1 1th st

TEACHING IN JAPAN. Anyone
with a bachelor’s degree in
different engineering fields,
production/management, qual
materials
ity control,
management or procurement
wishing to teach full time for
one or two years in Japan should
write to. Personnel Director,
International Education See
vice, Shin raise Building, 10-7,
Degenraka 2 chome, Shibuya
ku, Tokyo 150, Japan. The
positions involve teaching
Japanese businessmen and
engineers the basic vocabulary
in various fields, No Japanese
language is required for
classroom instruction. Teaching
experience is not required. An
orientation is given in Tokyo
information on salary, tran
sportation and housing can be
Obtained by providing In
ternational Education Services
with a detailed resume and
letter indicating an intern in the
position Personal interviews
will be held in your area bet
ween the middle to end of April
Selected applicants would be
expected to arrive in Tokyo
from June through September
1979.

for
a
Wedding
LOOKING
Photographer? Images by John
are expressions of love that are
soft, elegant and understood be
everyonel For the finest wed
ding photography. call Jain at
769,7937.

EXPERT TYPING: 20
experience. IBM Correcting
Selectric. Term papers, theses,
reports, mant,7ripts, etc (On
Graduate Typisi List). Blossom
Hill area. Call Kathie, 570 1216.
gam 9pm.
EXPERT typing end proofreading
of term papers etc. Fast service.
St/pg. Sheila, 279-9179.
MATURE Babysitter available in
area
Part-time.
S.J.S.0
References Debbie, 292 7140
TYPO GRAPHICS, INC
Writing and editing resumes.
Medical/Legal typing and trans.
Publications/ Brochures.
Term POWs
10 percent discount to students
with student ID cards
For
appointment. call 297-9954.

PROF. Exp. typist. Fast, accurate.
reasonable IBM Selectric II
252 8058
LEMKE’S Typing Ser-v-ice.-S-tuelen-t
Rates 297 4770.

lost and found
FOUND: Calculator. Call ms 5624
and identity

Computerized bit rylisms 04/30 days
chart. 52/every add 30days. Call
779-3002 evenings.
LICENSED CHILD CAREI Near
school. loving Cart hot mails
and extras. Noose call 112.1515.

personals
travel
LOOKING for female to live with a
nice, handicapped man He likes
music and writing Lives near
campus. 291123011.
PROF. Exp, Typist. Fast, accurate.
reasonable. IBM Selectric II.
252-80512
BIRTHDAY Happen to KMS from
your friendly RIB pal. Ar Ar
Ar111
CAROL, did you forger? Jackson
Browne proofs I’m at home
waiting Julie, 290 4490.
KIM Birthday kisses to my home
buns "SMACK." Love, Mouser.
EIGHTH FLOOR wishes Lem B. the
best Bday ever. We km pa.
HE’S hit the bla time!!! Have
great 20th b:rthday Don. Your
young buddy, Nicki
BOBBY. So many times when the
city seems to be without a
friendly face . A lonely Place
It’s nice to know that you’ll be
there it I need you
And you’ll
always smile
it’s all woe
thwhi le I’ll be there it you need
me. Adorable

Two
days
200
2 50
300
300

Three
days
225
2 75
325
375

Four
days
240
2 90
340
390

Fore
days
250
3 00
350
400

CHARTER FLIGHTS 1979 . We
represent 611 charter operators.
i.ONDON (Mc Id Mg Laker)..
PARIS..
FRANKFURT..
DUSSELDORF (Amsterdam’s
new
ZURICH COPENHAIGE74’.Y)G
g I
SHANNON.
EBRUSSELSN
MADRID.. MIL
AN.. YUGOSLAVIA.
LIMA.
PERU (SOUTH AMERICA)
COSTA RICA JAMICA RIO
DeJANEIRO. HONG KONG
TEL
AVIV
MANILA .
AUSTRALIA .
TOKYO..
TAIPEI..
SIGNAPORE,
HONOLULU.. NEW YORK
CITY.
Plus student flights
throughout Asia, Africa and the
Middle East
International
Student Identity Card issuance
Eurail. Student Rand and
Brined passes Youth Hostel
CarCIS
Overseas
jot
placement. U S.A. CANADA
and MEXICO TRAVEL . Hard
to find Travel books Luggage
Maps
backpacks and other
travel aids Trip and Travel
Planning Company (charter
Travel Specialists) 444 E Wm
Street (blocks from Togo’s) San
Jose. CA 95112 792 1613 Mon
Fri 96 Sat lot

============

50

50

50

$0

l.ne

35

3$
Pont name

Phone

Addmss
C,ty

t ni lesed

bass

SEND CHECK. MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO:
Hell, Wanted
lost end nunit
Pelson.

SPARTAN DAll Y CLASSIFIED
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 95114

X

TYPING- ACCURACY,
NEATNESS. and DEADLINES
GUARANTEED. Experienced
in Masters, Reports, Differ
tenons Approved by San Jose
State University Graduate
Department. IBM Sel. II. South
San Jose/Blossom valley Area
Janet, 227-9525

TYPING Thesis, term papers, etc
Experienced and last. Phone
260 8674

iCount aoprournately 30 letters end spares lo,

Cher. a Classincanon

Xing Tut group tour tickets
available for Sunday July 229:00
ANI S12 call 247 3406.

FREE room and board for right
student. For company and
friendship for older Professional
man. Active and involved in
Business and Community. Eve
and weekends 247-7723,

services

Each
add,
non.,
Oar
35

Mernfnuen Throe ohm One Chey
Serneller ’are lid osews) $25 00

"PAYING
SIO
MEN’S,
5$
WOMEN’S, for class rings. Any
condition Will arrange pick up
Phone (toll free) 1-1100113322441
ANY TIME."

SAN JOSE
RESIDENCE CLUB
Great guys and gals, kitchen
facilities, game room, color TV
linen and maid serv. fireplace,
courtyard, parking. $32 per wk.
share, $55 single. 202 S. 11th St
call first 293,7374.

to be in pictures! An
color portrait by John,
or to give to someone
Call John 269-7937

Print Your Ad Hire:

lacy addaronar line add
50

MOTHER OLSON’S
Two Houses /Kraal at. from
campus, kitchen, fecilitles, linen
and maicl/serv., T.V. parking
everything furnished. /30 per
wk. share, 550 wk. single, 122 N
8th St. 279-9504.

HARD WORKING PEOPLE
NEEDED. Immediate openings
for ft/pt waitresses and ft asst.
Parc
Apply
at Samba’s
restaurant, 2nd and San
Sr Wader.
FEMALE student wanted 3 nights
p/wk. to do light housekeeping
for young woman in wheelchair.
16 hrs/wk. Car necessary. 24.5.
6958.

You ought
elegant
for you
special.

housing

BUSCA Argentines, Chilenos,
les
Bollyinos,
E
Madames pare amistild06
pars charier y schema* un
cafes’so cuando el **Mao nos
permits. 1.1142438. Toque la
puerto del Men’s Locker Rm.
ocilficio do Home Economics o
1619 5015.

RATES--

BECOME A COLLEGE CAMPUS
DEALER Sell Brand Name
igh profits: NO INVESTMENT
REQUIRED
For
details.
contact. FAD Components, Inc
65 Passaic An , P0 Box eat
Fairfield. New Jersey WOW

I I

oo You

TO THE PERSON who returned my
Blue Barclays Passbook to West
H11, Thank You Very Much.

BASEBALL CARDS WANTED
Quick Cosh Dr Lapin, Bus
Tower 763, or call 11370191

o -sponsored in; the A

own.
All filming was done by
radio-television studetns as
well.
FLick became interested in Betsy Ross
while
researching
children’s literature a few
years back. "Betsy" was
ritten by January 1976,
too late to produce for
America’s Bicenntennial
celebrations,
Flick’s

classifieds
MENI WOMENI
JOBS
CRUISE FREIGHTERS
No experience. High Pay! See
Europe, Howell, Australia, So.
America. Career Summer! Send
$3.85 for Info. to SEAWORLD,
Box 61035, Sacto., CA 951160.

SU. 52 7
; Jertnn

Flick wrote, produced
and directed the musical.
An amateur musician
himself, he also wrote the
film’s score.
The entire film was
shot on a poverty level of
$300, FLick said.
Most of the costumes
came from a local
production of "1776." The
stage is the RadioTelevision Department’s

mg,

Chnuelnii .wo dove PnCe to Peek..."
Consecutive public.00 data, only
No rotunda on cancelled ed
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Survival of programs
could be at issue
((’ontinued from Page 1)
look at it not as a set
of bureaucratic policies but
more as a guideline with a
lot of variations within it,
an being able to make
decisions based on what the
needs of the students are
and what the needs of the
university are.
-I’m prepared to
support this document,
with the only caution, and
I’m sure everyone feels
this way, that we have to be
terribly careful that we
don’t go about just kind of
immechanically
plementing this thing.
"Originally we were
talking about a period of
letting
growth
and
resources move around.
Now we are talking about a
period of growth and letmove
resources
ting
around. Now we are talking
about a period of financial

stringency, limited expectations and declining
enrollment.
"Suppose you have to
make cuts. It’s apparent
we can’t do everything we
have been doing. We may
have trouble even keeping
as many faculty as we
have.
Norton said the best
simplest thing to do would
be to wait for students to
enroll and let that determine university growth.
"If they all want to be
businesss majors then we
would devote all our
resources to business. If
they want to go into
political science or
whatever we’d let them go
where they will and that’s
the way we’d push our
resources.
"Whoever has the most
students one year gets the
most money, faculty

positions, secretaries and
what have you.
Another alternative, he
said, would be to pass the
money around "pro-rata,"
meaning "if you’ve got 10
percent of the students you
get 10 percent of the
money.
"There are some
things you’ve got to
maintain even if they
aren’t as fully enrolled as
others.

of resources to maintain
our status as a nationally
planning
recognized
program. It’s not only
whether we exist or not as a
program but how we
exist."

"The most obvious of
these are the service
departments, like math.
You couldn’t have the
science and engineering
without
departments
mathematics department.
So, even if mathematics
has no majors it still has to
be maintained.

Nutrition week begins
and
today. "Nutrition
College Life" will be
presented from 11:30 a.m.
until 1:30 p.m. at tables
the
between
located
Student Union and the Art
Quad.
. . .

"We have our own
interests to pursue,"
Rothblatt said. "We need a
certain minimum ’amount

by Van Dyke Rot

Getting Through
714AROLD.

I-I ow COM E.
YOU NEVER. SAY
’Z LOVE YOU’
Eker

DO, ICAT14LEEAt
I DO .

spartaguide

Greenpeace will hold a
meeting and film at 3:15
p.m. tomorrow in the S.U.
Umunhum Room. Call Eric
Bull, 266-3354, for more
information.

Career Planning and
Placement will hold a class
on job huntung techniques
at 12:30 p.m. tomorrow in
Career Planning, Building
Q. Learnhow to conduct a
successful Job search and
what resources are
avaiable to you. Call
Cheryl Allmen, 277-2816
Anyone interested in
forming a network to
promote interest in

Women’s Studies is invited
to attend a meeting at 2
p.m. tomorrow at the
Women’s center, building
U, S. 5th and San Carlos
Streets.
Entomological Club
will hold a meeting at 1:30
tomorrow in Duncan Hall,
room 246. A lecture and
slides on the "agriculture
of Third World Countries"
will be presented. Call
Steve Abe, 288-7274 for

more information.
hypertension
A
screening clinic will be
held at 12:30 until 2 p.m.
tomorrow in the S.U.
Guadalupe Room. Senior
nursing students will take
blood pressures and informaiton on hypertension
will be provided. Sponsered
by Oscar Battle, health
educator.
Campus Crusade for

Christ is sponsoring "T
Secret of Loving" a film
Josh McDowell, at 11:
a.m. and 1 p.m. tomorri
in the S.U. Unumln
Room. Admission is free.

KSJS will air a pub
affairs broadcast from
unitl 6 p.m. today. San Jo
Radio Theater is a week
drama show put on by t
Theatre Art students.

Wire Tap
State
Voyager 1 approaches Jupiter’s seething ring
PASADENA ( AP)
Voyager 1, soaring nearer
to its close encounter with
Jupiter, startled scientists
Friday with evidence that a
seething ring of ionized gas
above the planet is hotter
than had been suspected.
We
have some
spectacular results to
report," said Donald E.
Shemansky, a scientist
from the University of
Arizona. "We were surprised out of our chairs."
The discovery, which
delighted scientists, came
as Voyager 1 closed to 2
million miles of Jupiter.
The spaceship, launched in
1977, will pass within

172,750 miles of the planet
Monday before heading
toward Saturn and on into
deeep space. Another
Voyager will fly by Jupiter
in August.
Shemansky said the
ring,
doughnut -shaped
which he called a torus,
churns around Jupiter with
an orbit similar to that of
Jo, one of the largest of the
planet’s 13 moons. lo
crosses in and out of the
torus as it circles the planet
some 240,000 miles away.
Shemansky said the
surprise
came
when
Voyager revealed much
more sulfur in the ring than
had been expected from

earlier measurements. The
ring was known to contain
ionized gas, electrically
charged atoms from which
electrons
had
been
removed.
Shemansky,
of
Voyager l’s spectrometer
experiment, said the
spacecraft now shows the
ring to be 10 times hotter
and much denser than had
been believed.
"The other significant
factor here is the amount of
power required to maintain
a plasma at these temperatures," he told a news
conference at the Jet
Porpolsion Laboratory,
"We’re asking for

something like 1,000 times
more power than before
something like 500 billion
watts."
Shemansky said a key
question as Voyager 1
nears Jupiter will be the
source of the power which
heats the ring and how the
power is pumped into the
ring.
The other major
development Friday was
the continued transmission
across 400 million miles of
increasing spectacular
photographs, especially
those of the two largest of
Jupiter’
moons

Oxnard teenager convicted in gang attack
LOS ANGELES (AP)
noxnard teenager was
convicted Friday of second
degree murder, attempted
murder,rape, and sodomy
in connection with a gang
attack on two high school
lovers in which a boy was
murdered
and
his
girlfriend raped.
deliberating
After
more than 16 days, the
eight -woman, four -man
jury also found that Johnny
Lopez, 19, had possessed a
firearm during the Oct. 14,
1977 attack on Linda Fiene
and Paul Yenney, Jr. But
they made no findings on
whether he had used the
gun in committing the
crimes.

Yenney, 17, was beaten
to death with the butt of a
.22 caliber pistol, while
Miss Fiene, 18, was beaten
and raped behind Channel
Islands High School in
Oxnard.
The trial was moved
from Ventura County
because of heavy publicity
in the area.
Two of Lopez’s codefendants, both from
Oxnard, were convicted of
rape, assault and murder.
Lopez is the only one of
the three who was legally
an adult at the time of the
crime. Ruben Torres, now
18, was given a 14-year
sentence and Tony Matzen,
16, was committed to the

California
Youth
Authority.
Defense
Attorney
James Farley had urged
the jury to overlook the
other convictions.
"Whatever you know
about the other two trials
must be put out of your
mind," he said in his
summation. "It’s not
evidence."
Peter Kossoris, the
prosecutor from Ventura
County, urged the jury to
consider a first degree
murder conviction. "If you
find the evidence shows he
was there, don’t give him a
break," Kossoris said in his
final argument. "Find him
guilty of first degree

National
Carter, Begin talks encouraging
WASHINGTON AP -President Carter and
Israeli Prime Minister
Menachcin Begin, working
with maps and documents,
tried Friday to find a way
out of the stalemate in
Mideast peace talks, but
the outcome was not immediately (’lear.
Their 2 -hour White
House session ran longer
than expected, causing a
delay in Begin’s luncheon
at the State Department
with Secretary of State
Cyrus R. Vance.
About 75 minutes after
the talks broke up, the
White House described
them in a statement as
-serious, wide-ranging and
useful" arid said they were
.’conducted in an atmosphere of friendship and
candor."
The Israeli leader had
vowed on his arrival
Thursday that he could not
be pressed into signing "a
sham document." He
warned
that
the
negotiations are in deep
crisis.
But after a two-hour
meeting Thursday night
with Carter, Begin told
Israeli reporters in Hebrew
that "there was not even
one difficult moment."
Begin also said he was
encouraged.

It is understood that if
the talks go well, both men
would consider asking
Egyptian President Anwar
Sadat to join them for a
new summit at Camp
David.
For that to happen,

though, either Israel would
have to make concessions
or Carter would have to
back away from a package
of U.S proposals that
diplomatic sources say
supports key Egyptian
demands.
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murder.
He doesn’t
deserve a break."
In her testimony, Miss
Fiene, now 19, identified
Lopez as one of the three
youths who attacked her
and her boyfriend while
they were making love on a
grassy knoll after a football
game at the school.

The moons, Ganymede
and Callisto, seem to be at
least half water and ice.
The pictures show both to
be pock -marked with shiny
spots that, scientists say,
might be craters left by
meteorites.

International
China, Vietnam settlement dos
BANGKOK, Thailand
(AP)
Chinese troops
tightened a noose Friday
around the Vietnamese
defenders of strategic Lang
Son, sources in Bangkok
reported, but behind bitter
bombast the two countries

Gas prices to lump
WASHINGTON ( API
The Energy Department
announced new regulations
Friday that could boost
gasoline prices a nickel a
gallon, and government
experts Jay the total price
rise in the next two years
may top 14 cents a gallon.
Based on current
American
Automobile
Association price reports,
that means average
gasoline prices could range
from 82 cents per gallon for
regular to nearly 89 cents
for premium within two
years.
Officials could not say
how soon prices would
begin changing.
The new rule, which
took effect Thursday, will

permt the oil companies to
pass along to consumers
more of their production
costs.
The rule is called a
"tilt" regulation, because
it allows the refiners to tilt
the impact of price increases. This will result in
gasoline prices going up
more than other petroleum
products to compensate for
the extra
costs of
producing unleaded
gasoline.
The tilt rule could
benefit users of other oil
products, however, by
helping resist increases as
homee heating oil, which
will no longer have to include some of the costs of
gasoline production.

seemed to be moving
slowly toward a settlement
Vietnam,
after
heatedly
rejecting
a
Chinese proposal for
negotiations, made its own
proposal for peace talks on
the condition that Peking
first withdraw its troops.
There were growing signs
in the Chinese capital that
such a pull-out might come

soon.
In Moscow, Soy:
President Leonid
Brezhnev demanded
immediate end to Clam
invasion of Vietnam a
"the withdrawal of
troops
of
the
terventionists to the ti
soldier." But he threaten
no specific action agair
the Chinese.
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Ask a question about money.
We’ll give you a full report.
If you have a financial question you’d like answered.
Bank of America is the place to come.
In fact, we can prbbably give you a full report on the subject.
That’s because our Consumer Information Report cover
wide variety of banking subjects. Including. "A Guide to Checks
and Checking:’ "How to Establish Credit:’ "Ways to Finance an
Education:’ "Rights and Responsibilities: Age 187 and more.
The/re free at our branches.

Of course, we offer a wide variety of other banking services
you might find useful. Like College Plan* Checking. And if you
qualify Student BankArnericardfi Visa* and Instant Cash
overdraft protection.
You see, we figure the more you know about banking, the more
likely you are to bank with the bank that can do you the most good.
Quite a few Californians think that’s us. And we’re hoping you’ll
come to the same conclusion.
Depend on us. More California college students do.
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